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TALKE Group opens first filling operations in India

Hürth/Mumbai, 13. July 2012. TALKE Group, one of the leading logistics service providers for the chemical and petrochemical industry in Europe, the Middle East and Asia, opened its first site in India at the end of June. TALKE now operates an acetic acid drum filling line for the pharmaceutical and life sciences company Jubilant Life Sciences Ltd.

TALKE erected the state-of-the-art drum filling line on the premises of a tank storage facility in Mumbai. The acetic acid can be fed into the filling line straight from the tanks, but can also be filled directly from ISO containers. Initially, the TALKE facility will drum about 12,000 metric tons of acetic acid per year. If required, however, volumes can be increased and a number of other substances handled.

Jubilant is the largest Custom Research and Manufacturing Company in India and is among the ten largest contract manufacturing and outsourcing experts in the global pharmaceutical industry. “We always apply the highest standards to all our research and production projects. In TALKE, we have found a logistics partner who has implemented equally high quality standards in terms of safety, health and environmental care,” says Rajesh Sethi, Vice President & Growth Unit Head Acetyls at Jubilant. The contract will run for an initial term of two years and is then automatically extended indefinitely. 

“Our aim is to support the chemical and petrochemical industry with top-quality, safe, and specialised logistics services wherever its commodity flows run together. Jubilant is the first customer on the Indian subcontinent to whom we are delivering our high TALKE standards,” Alfred Talke, TALKE Group's Managing Director, explains.

Talke sees great potential for value added services in the field of chemical industry logistics in India: “This is our first step in starting up operations in India. The market there is developing rapidly, and the number of companies demanding top-quality logistics services that comply with international standards is rising. TALKE can assist these companies effectively and efficiently.”


To the editors:

TALKE Group, founded in 1947, is among the world's leading logistics service providers to the chemical and petrochemical industry in Europe, the Gulf States and Asia. The company's core competencies include the transportation and storage of chemical products, liquid chemicals and hazardous substances of almost all classes. TALKE also offers filling, storage and transport services for dry and liquid chemicals and polymer granules. Moreover, the logistics specialist offers tailor-made contract logistics solutions, state-of-the-art outsourcing concepts and planning and project management services for the construction of logistics facilities. 

TALKE Group employs around 1,600 employees and partners at 24 sites in Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Over 2,300 tankers, silo trucks and containers and an extensive range of special equipment to suit individual customer needs for both road and intermodal transports are at the Group's disposal in order for it to provide its reliable transport and logistics solutions. 

The company won the 2004 German Hazardous Goods Prize, which is awarded every year by the editors of “Gefährliche Ladung” (Hazardous Cargo) magazine, for its safe handling of sensitive goods and continuous improvement of transport safety. In 2011, TALKE was presented with LyondellBasell's “Contractor Safety Award” for the second time in a row for particularly high safety standards in the “Product Handling” category. 

TALKE Logistic Services is a member of the Responsible Care programme, and was the first logistics service provider in Germany to join this initiative in 2009. In 2010, TALKE was named “INEOS Service Provider of the Year” for its outstanding quality and successful initiatives to reduce its carbon footprint. 
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